JA 3E Fair

JA 3E (Employment, Enrollment, and Enlistment) Fair is an interactive virtual high school experience that exposes high school students to the 3E pathways and postsecondary readiness concepts and skills. JA 3E Fair will help students plan their next steps in life by bringing together information about colleges, careers, and military service opportunities in Central Indiana. Students will explore their future pathways over a one/two-day period through videos and live events that allow them to examine their interests and talents.

- **Employment**: Students will increase their personal knowledge of employment opportunities and will have direct access to employers’ contacts, application process and sites. Students will be exposed to application, interview, and resume processes.
- **Enrollment**: Students will gain a deeper knowledge of what it takes to enroll and pay for colleges, trade programs and the benefits of both options.
- **Enlistment**: Students will explore careers and training opportunities that are available to them through enlistment in one of the branches of the military.

For more information contact Lacia Coons at Lacia@jaindy.org.